
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

A Rare Collision in
Dermatopathology:
Basal Cell Carcinoma

and Atypical
Fibroxanthoma

To the Editor:
We present the second report of

a rare collision tumor comprised of a basal
cell carcinoma (BCC) and an atypical
fibroxanthoma (AFX) in a 64-year-old
white man, who presented for evaluation
of a bleeding growth on his right temple.
The lesion had been present for several
years but was becoming larger and increas-
ingly pruritic over the past 3 months. On
physical examination, a 3.5-cm pink,
pearly irregularly shaped plaque was noted
over the right temple, with light brown
crust along the edges. A hyperpigmented
focus was noted at the inferior aspect of
the plaque with overlying erosions (Fig. 1).

Histologic examination revealed
a mass with 2 different histologic patterns
(Fig. 2). One part of the tumor exhibited
features consistent with a classic BCC,
comprised of islands and nests of basaloid
cells, originating from the basal layer of the
epidermis and extending into the dermis,
with peripheral palisading and focal
epidermal-stromal clefting, surrounded by
a mucinous stroma (Fig. 3). Adjacent to
and intermixed with the first tumor was
an infiltrating spindle cell proliferation in
a haphazard arrangement that abutted the
epidermis but did not appear to be con-
nected to it (Figs. 4, 5). The cells demon-
strated marked pleomorphism with
hyperchromasia, abundant eosinophilic
cytoplasm, and prominent nucleoli. The
tumor cells contained both typical and
atypical mitoses with an index of 1–4 mito-
ses per high-power field. Multiple giant
cells, scattered acute and chronic inflam-
mation, ectatic capillary vessels, and focal
hemorrhage were present. Perineural infil-
tration, lymphovascular invasion, and
necrosis were not identified in the planes
of section examined. Both tumors were

transected laterally and at the base.
The classic BCC tumor cells were dif-
fusely and strongly positive for Ber-
EP4 (Fig. 6), whereas the spindle cells
were diffusely and strongly immuno-
reactive for CD10 (Fig. 7). Based on
the histologic and immunohistochem-
ical findings, the case was diagnosed as
a collision tumor comprised of AFX

and BCC. Because of the fact that the
tumor was broadly transected at the
base, the more aggressive undifferenti-
ated pleomorphic sarcoma (uPS) could
not be excluded.

Because of the location of the
lesion, morphology, and ill-defined
margins, the decision was made to
proceed with a Mohs excision. The

FIGURE 1. A 3.5-cm pink, pearly irregularly shaped plaque was noted over the right
temple, with light brown crust along the edges and a hyperpigmented focus at the
inferior aspect.

FIGURE 2. A shave biopsy of skin consisting of 2 histologically distinct tumors. There
is a cystic basaloid proliferation on the right and a spindle cell proliferation on the left.
The area above the dashed line represents what would be viewed on a more
superficial shave biopsy (·2 objective).The authors declare no conflicts of interest.
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residual BCC component of the tumor
extended into the subcutis and was com-
pletely excised with no complications.

There was no residual AFX component
identified in the Mohs sections. Given
the patient’s complicated dermatologic

history, he will require at least annual
follow-up.

A collision tumor is defined as 2 or
more histologically distinct neoplasms
coexisting in the same anatomical loca-
tion with clearly defined boundaries, and
can pose clinical and histologic diagnostic
challenges. This is especially true when
they involve a combination of 2 malig-
nant tumors, each with its own prognosis,
treatment, and ability to metastasize,
which cause additional risk to the patient
if misdiagnosed. Although the exact eti-
ology of collision tumors is unknown,
most authors believe that these combina-
tions occur serendipitously, either because
of the high biopsy rate of the 2 tumors or
the high incidence of both tumors in sun-
exposed skin. However, others suggest
that epithelial or stromal changes in 1
tumor can induce the formation of the
other,1,2 or that both are derived from sim-
ilar cell lineages.3

AFX is a rare component of
collision tumors, with combinations
including primarily malignant enti-
ties, such as Merkel cell carcinoma,4

squamous cell carcinoma in situ,5 and
invasive melanoma.6,7 Although it is gen-
erally classified as a low-grade sarcoma,
its clinical behavior remains controver-
sial, with outcomes ranging from
spontaneous regression8 to recurrence
and distant metastatic disease,9,10

especially after incomplete excision.11

Because of the high rate of local recur-
rence and ability for metastatic dis-
ease, wide local excision with 1-cm
margins or Mohs micrographic sur-
gery are recommended.12,13 Many
believe that AFX is a more superficial
and less aggressive variant of uPS, for
which treatment requires margins up
to 4 cm in some reports.14

BCCs are common components
of cutaneous collision tumors, with
the most common combinations, in
contrast to AFX, being with benign
entities, such as melanocytic nevus,
seborrheic keratosis, and neurofibroma.15

Because of the indolent course and
extremely low incidence of metastases
(0.0028%–0.55%)16 in BCC, they are
often effectively managed by electrodes-
sication and curettage or local excision
with 4-mm margins.

We present this case because the
combination of BCC and AFX is a rare
finding in collision tumors, with only

FIGURE 3. There is a basaloid proliferation of cells with nodular and cystic mor-
phology, surrounded by a mucinous stroma (·10 objective).

FIGURE 4. Adjacent to and abutting this component is a pleomorphic and mitotically
active spindle cell proliferation (·10 objective).
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1 other case reported in the literature
without discussion of possible thera-
peutic differences. Although the AFX
component in our case represented

a large portion of the biopsy, it is
important that dermatopathologists be
aware of this potential combination. If
a more superficial shave biopsy had

been performed on this patient (demon-
strated by area above dashed line in Fig.
2), it could have potentially lead to mis-
diagnosis of a focus of invasive BCC.
The higher incidence of local recurrence
and possibility of distant metastases for
AFX requires a wider surgical margin
and more attentive clinical follow-up.
Additionally, a focus of AFX may repre-
sent the superficial portion of the more
aggressive uPS, which would signifi-
cantly alter the patient’s treatment and
prognosis. We report this collision tumor
as an interesting twist on a “routine” case
of BCC.
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FIGURE 7. Strong and diffuse CD10 positivity in the spindle cell tumor component
(·2 objective).
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A Pruritic
Hypopigmented

Cutaneous Eruption:
Atypical Presentationof
Papular Elastorrhexis

To the Editor:
Papular elastorrhexis (PE) is

a rare disorder of elastic tissue that is
infrequently reported in the literature.
We present a case of a 29-year old
Asian woman who presented with a 2-
month history of an eruption of asymp-
tomatic flesh-colored papules on her
posterior neck and upper back. Her
medical history included eczema and

seasonal allergies, and she denied
a history of acne, trauma, or similar
lesions in family members. Physical
examination showed flesh-colored,
2–4 mm diameter nonfollicular pap-
ules scattered diffusely on her should-
ers, upper back, and midback (Figs.
1A, B). No surrounding erythema, pus-
tules, plaques, or scales were seen.
Eruptive collagenomas, acne scars,
and anetoderma were the initial differ-
ential diagnoses. A 4-mm punch
biopsy was performed, and histopatho-
logic evaluation revealed an essen-
tially normal epidermis. Focally in
the mid and reticular dermis, the colla-
gen bundles were miniaturized,
appearing both shorter and thinner
than adjacent fibers and arranged in
a more compact fashion. A Verhoeff-
Van Geison stain showed fragmented
elastic fibers amidst the miniaturized
collagen (Figs. 2A, B). Colloidal iron
stain was negative for the presence of

mucin. Screening radiographs of hands
and knees were performed and yielded
no evidence of osteopoikilosis,
sclerosis, or striated epiphyses, all
findings would suggest an association
with Buschke–Ollendorff syndrome.
Complete blood count and chemistry
panels were normal, as well as liver
enzymes, antinuclear antibody and
antiphospholipid antibodies. The patient
was prescribed tretinoin 0.04% micro-
gel for daily use over the affected
areas. She has had no response to treat-
ment and no progression of disease
to date.

Our case is histologically and
clinically most consistent with the diag-
nosis of PE with a unique feature of
collagen miniaturization that has never
before been reported. The diagnosis
of PE can be challenging because of
the heterogeneous group of elastic
tissue disorders and connective tissue
nevi. Additionally, although PE can be

FIGURE 1. A, Photograph of hypopigmented papules distributed across the upper
back. B, Inset of a close-up view of papules.
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